VEMA Board Meeting 12/27/18

Present

Gary Shiffrin        Tim Brown
Jim Robinson         Tony Hines
                        David Horst
Craig Smith          Glen Tarsha
Paul Winter

- Call to order - Gary Shiffrin

- Tim read the minutes from the last meeting, which were approved by the board. The minutes are now available on the VEMA website.

- Paul gave an update on the treasurer’s report. A motion was presented for a holiday appreciation gift for some of the pro-shop/divots staff. The motion and seconded and approved.

- Glen stated that the membership books were delivered and distributed to the members. There are extra copies available in the pro shop.

- The Ringer will replace the OTF beginning January 2019. Instructions and updates are on the website.

- The club championship will continue qualifying rounds until the end of January 2019. After that the 12 qualifiers will play to determine the 4 finalists. Championship rounds will be played at variable tees totaling 6000 yards.

- A player wishing to move BACK to the dark blue tees will have the opportunity to do so effective immediately. The H/C will be adjusted by 3 strokes until the player posts 3 scores, then the normal VEMA H/C protocol will kick in. If a player chooses this option he be required to remain there until the end of the year (9/30/19).